Curvature Brand
Overview
Curvature gives you a new way to approach the procurement and maintenance of your critical infrastructure assets.
All products are coded and designed to meet the same published specifications as the manufacturer equivalent
and sourced from the same Tier-1 suppliers. Inventory is well stocked and readily available in Curvature’s three
distribution centers (AMER|EMEA|APAC) allowing for next-business-day shipments to nearly anywhere in the world
with a lifetime warranty.
Highest quality. Most reliable product. Truly global.
Customer Challenges
Whether you are in procurement or a technical role, below are some common pain points we solve.
Customer Need | Pain Point

Procurement

Technical

Fear, uncertainty, & doubt from the manufacturer



Products unavailable due to EoS or EoL



High cost of hardware



Forced upgrades or refresh cycles





Lengthy lead times from distributors, manufacturers & VARs





Limited warranty





Business Benefits
• Well stocked and readily available globally
• Standardizing infrastructure
• Time savings with high level engineers and purchasing officers
• Flexible solutions conducive with multi-vendor environments
• Significant cost savings on CapEx
Key Features
• Transceivers, network interface cards, memory, hard disk drives, solid state drives
• All new, high-quality, reliable equipment
• Lifetime warranty & advanced replacements
• Multi-vendor compatible (Drives, NICs, DIMM)

at-a-glance

hardware

Supported Storage Platforms
Product Categories

Product Descriptions

1, 10, 40, and 100GB speed options
Transceivers

Dual In-Line Memory

SFP, SFP+, QSFP, CFP, X2, XENPAK, XFP, GBIC
form factors
8, 16, 32, and 64GB capacities
DDR3/DDR4, 1600 MHz to 2400 MHz

Common Compatible Manufacturers

Cisco, Arista, HPE, Juniper, Force10,
Dell EMC, Brocade, Adtran, etc.

HPE, Dell EMC, Cisco, IBM, etc.

PCIe Dual and Quad Port 1, 10, and 40GB
Network Interface Cards

Copper/RJ45, SFP+, QSFP+

HPE, Dell EMC, Cisco, IBM, etc.

Multi-vendor and OS compatible
Hard Disk Drives

Multi-vendor compatible Enterprise-Class
SAS SFF 10K: 300, 600, 900, 1200GB

HPE, Dell EMC, Cisco, IBM, etc.

SAS LFF 7.2K: 2, 4, and 6TB
Solid State Drives

Multi-vendor compatible Enterprise-Class
SATA SFF: 240, 480, 960, and 1920GB

HPE, Dell EMC, Cisco, IBM, etc.

FAQs
Q: How do I know if Curvature brand products are reliable and will be compatible with my manufacturer switches
and servers?
A: Our advanced testing labs and proprietary CTE software (Curvature Testing Environment) ensures compatibility
across multiple manufacturer platforms running different versions of software, both current and those no longer
supported by the manufacturer. In the rare case of incompatibility or failure, we will troubleshoot or send advanced
replacements when necessary.
Q: Who manufactures Curvature brand products?
A: Many manufacturers - such as Dell EMC, Cisco, and HPE – our source from Original Design Manufacturer (ODM).
Curvature has established these same relationships and go straight to the ODM and Tier-1 suppliers for our brand
equipment.
Q: Will purchasing third-party products void my warranty or support with the manufacturer?
A: No, according to the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act, warrantors cannot require that only branded parts be used
with the product in order to retain the warranty. This is commonly referred to as the “tie-in sales” provisions and is
frequently mentioned in the context of third-party computer parts such as memory and hard drives.
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